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SEPTEMBER

Rising Star Considers What’s Worth
Fighting for in Stirring Sophomore Novel
y Author’s debut received much acclaim, including multiple starred reviews
y “A memorable and moving exploration of prejudice
and friendship across ethnic and gender lines.”—Library
Journal starred review of Things We Didn’t Say
y For fans of Lisa Wingate, Lynn Austin, and Susan Meissner
y Features fascinating look at conscientious objectors
during WWII

S

ince the attack on Pearl Harbor, Gordon Hooper and his buddy Jack
Armitage have done “work of national importance” in the West as conscientious objectors: volunteering as smokejumpers, and parachuting into
and extinguishing raging wildfires. But the number of winter blazes they’re
called to in early 1945 seems suspiciously high, and when an accident
leaves Jack badly injured, Gordon realizes the facts don’t add up.
A member of the Women’s Army Corps, Dorie Armitage has long been
ashamed of her brother’s pacificism, but she’s shocked by news of his
accident. Determined to find out why he was harmed, she arrives at the
national forest under the guise of conducting an army report . . . and finds
herself forced to work with Gordon. He believes it’s wrong to lie; she’s willing to do whatever it takes for justice to be done. As they search for clues,
Gordon and Dorie must wrestle with their convictions about war and peace
and decide what to do with the troubling secrets they discover.

The Lines Between Us
Amy Lynn Green

9 780764 237171
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: August 31
$15.99
978-0-7642-3717-1
trade paper
5½ x 8½
400 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Historical / World War II
FICTION / Religious
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Amy Lynn Green is a publicist
by day and a novelist on nights
and weekends. History has always been one of her passions,
and she loves speaking with
book clubs, writing groups, and
libraries all around the country.
Her debut novel, Things We
Didn’t Say, received a starred
© Roger Smith Photography
review from both Booklist and
Library Journal and was recommended in publications
like Christianity Today. Amy and her husband
make their home in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Visit
www.amygreenbooks.com to learn more.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Things We Didn’t Say
978-0-7642-3716-4

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

SEPTEMBER

PRAISE FOR BEVERLY LEWIS
“Lewis returns with a resplendent tale of love, loss, and faith
within the Amish community of
Lancaster, Pennsylvania . . . fans are
in for a treat.”—Publishers Weekly
starred review of The Stone Wall
“No one does Amish-based
inspirationals better than Lewis.”
—Booklist
“Much of the credit [for the growth
of Amish fiction] goes to Beverly Lewis,
a Colorado author who gave birth to
the genre in 1997 with The Shunning.
. . . The book has sold more than 1
million copies.”—Associated Press
“Told in her inimitable way, author
Beverly Lewis invites us into the world
of the Amish. . . . Lewis is considered
the tops in the writing of Amish fiction
and for no small reason. Her stories are
believable and well written. The plots
transport readers into this religious
culture that many find intriguing.”
—Christian Library Journal
“Her writing is as richly patterned as
[Amish] quilts, and just as enjoyable to
get wrapped up in.”—Foreword Reviews
“Lewis brings incredible knowledge
and research about the Amish to this
work.”—Fresh Fiction on The Road Home
“Lewis continues her streak of affecting, enjoyable Amish tales. . . . Fans of
Lewis’s work or Amish fiction in general
will relish this heartwarming story of
self-discovery, friendship, and the search
for God’s will.”—Publishers Weekly
starred review of The Ebb Tide
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SEPTEMBER

A Sure Bestseller from the
#1 Author of Amish Fiction
y Lewis interacts with thousands
of fans every month through
her very active Facebook
page, large newsletter list, and
online book launch parties
y Author’s works have sold more
than 17 million copies
y Story cameos one of Lewis’s
most beloved characters, wise
old Ella Mae Zook

S

usie Mast’s Old Order life in Lancaster County’s Hickory Hollow has been shaped by
events beyond her control, with the tragic deaths of her Dat and close-in-age brother
casting a particularly long shadow. Now twenty-two, Susie remains unmarried despite her
longtime affection for friend Obie Yoder. Believing Obie might never show romantic interest
in her, Susie accepts Del Petersheim’s invitations—it is only after Obie leaves to take an
apprenticeship that Susie realizes her mistake.
Unfortunately, Susie’s cares are soon multiplied due to her mother’s worsening health
and her younger sister’s desire for answers about her adoption. Once again, Susie faces the
possibility of loss. Will family secrets and missed opportunities dim Susie’s hopes for the
future? Or is what seems like the end only the beginning?

The Beginning
Beverly Lewis

9 780764 237508 9 780764 237515 9 780764 237522
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 7
trade paper
$16.99
978-0-7642-3750-8
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32

large print
$19.99
978-0-7642-3752-2
5½ x 8½
400 pages
Case Quantity: 24

hardcover
$24.99
978-0-7642-3751-5
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 20

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Beverly Lewis, born in the
heart of Pennsylvania Dutch
country, has more than 17 million books in print. Her stories
have been published in 12
languages and have regularly
appeared on numerous bestseller lists, including the New
York Times and USA Today.
© Aimee Christenson
Beverly and her husband,
David, live in Colorado, where they enjoy hiking,
biking, making music, and spending time with their
family. Visit www.beverlylewis.com to learn more.

ALSO AVAILABLE
The Stone Wall
978-0-7642-3308-1
The Timepiece
978-0-7642-3307-4
The Tinderbox
978-0-7642-3283-1

Category: FICTION / Amish & Mennonite
FICTION / Christian / General
FICTION / Religious
Rights: Worldwide
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SEPTEMBER

Thrilling Historical Romance
for Core CBA Reader
y “Misty M. Beller writes a compelling story that is true
to its time period and gripping in its pace and action.”
—Historical Novels Review
y Features Athabascan Mountains in northern Alberta
as dramatic backdrop for author’s signature nonstop
action and sweet romance
y Stories perfect for fans of Tracie Peterson, Janette Oke,
Lauraine Snelling, and Jody Hedlund

B

rielle Durand is a key defender and hunter for her people’s peaceloving French settlement in the Canadian mountains. When a foreigner
wanders too near to their secret homes, she has no choice but to disarm
and capture him. She won’t allow another massacre like the one that killed
her mother a dozen years before. But now, what to do with this man who
looks at her in a strange way?
Evan MacManus was on assignment to find among the caves the mineral pitchblende that might help America win the War of 1812. Despite being
taken prisoner, Evan is determined to complete his mission. But when that
assignment becomes at odds with his growing appreciation of the villagers
and Brielle, does he follow through on the promise he’s made to his government or take a risk on the path his heart tells him is right? Either choice
will spell death for someone.

A Warrior’s Heart
Brides of Laurent #1 of 3

Misty M. Beller

9 780764 238048
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: August 31
$15.99
978-0-7642-3804-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / American
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
USA Today bestselling
author Misty M. Beller writes
romantic mountain stories set
on the 1800s frontier and woven with the truth of God’s love.
Her Southern roots run deep,
and she lives in South Carolina
with her husband and children.
Visit www.mistymbeller.com to
learn more.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Hearts of Montana
1 Hope’s Highest Mountain
978-0-7642-3346-3
2 Love’s Mountain Quest
978-0-7642-3347-0
3 Faith’s Mountain Home
978-0-7642-3348-7

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

SEPTEMBER

Highly Praised Author Launches Another
Sweeping Historical Romance Series
y Author’s novels have sold more than 300,000 copies
y “Camden is an expert at weaving absolutely fascinating
history into her stories.”—All About Romance
y Series is a sprawling family drama set amid the banking
and steel industries that shaped America in the early
20th century

G

wen Kellerman is an heiress to the infamous Blackstone family, whose
history of scandal nearly destroyed her. She now lives a quiet life at
the idyllic college founded with her family’s fortune and hopes to keep the
tragedies of her past safely behind her.
Patrick O’Neill survived a hardscrabble youth to become a lawyer for the
downtrodden Irish immigrants in his community. He’s proud of his work,
even though he struggles to afford his ramshackle law office. All that
changes when he accepts a case to challenge the Blackstones’ legacy of
greed and corruption by resurrecting a thirty-year-old mystery.
Little does Patrick suspect that the Blackstones will launch their most
sympathetic family member to derail him. Gwen is tasked with getting Patrick to drop the case, but the old mystery takes a shocking twist neither of
them saw coming. Now, as they navigate a burgeoning attraction, Patrick
is the only one who can save Gwen from new danger on the horizon.

Carved in Stone
The Blackstone Legacy #1 of 3

Elizabeth Camden

9 780764 238437
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: August 31
$15.99
978-0-7642-3843-7
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / American
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Elizabeth Camden is best
known for her historical novels
set in Gilded Age America, featuring clever heroines and richly
layered story lines. Before she
was a writer, she was an academic librarian at some of the
largest and smallest libraries
in America, but her favorite is
the continually growing library © Ginger Murray Photography
in her own home. Her novels have won the RITA
and Christy Awards and have appeared on the CBA
bestsellers list. She lives in Orlando, Florida, with her
husband, who graciously tolerates her intimidating
stockpile of books. Visit www.elizabethcamden.com
to learn more.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Hope and Glory
1 The Spice King
978-0-7642-3211-4
2 A Gilded Lady
978-0-7642-3212-1
3 The Prince of Spies
978-0-7642-3213-8

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

SEPTEMBER

Top Historical Fiction Author Offers First
Holiday Novella Collection
y “Witemeyer utilizes her authentic Texas setting to
advantage and peoples her story with realistic, richly
drawn characters that perfectly evoke the rugged,
romanticized charm of the stagecoach era.”—All About
Romance
y Author’s novels are regular ECPA bestsellers
y The collection also includes a Christmas devotion,
Witemeyer holiday recipes, and fun facts about 1890s
Christmas celebrations

S

pend Christmas in Texas this year with these charming holiday novellas
from bestselling historical romance author Karen Witemeyer, whose
writing is spiced with her signature blend of humor, thrilling frontier action,
and sweet romance.
In this 3-in-1 novella collection, Witemeyer presents the new story
“A Texas Christmas Carol,” where a town’s wealthy, Scrooge-like bachelor
finds his world invaded by a woman set on earning his donation for helping
the local poor, and the penetrating questions of three mysterious visitors.
It also includes, for the first time in print, “An Archer Family Christmas.”
When the Archer clan gathers for the holiday, they encounter an unexpected request for help that will require all their effort and a Christmas miracle
to see them through. In previously published “Gift of the Heart,” a widow
uses the family brooch as collateral for a loan from the local resort owner.
But the more she comes to know the man behind the stern businessman,
the more she hopes for a second chance at love this Christmas.

Under the Texas Mistletoe
Karen Witemeyer

9 780764 239311
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: August 31
$14.99
978-0-7642-3931-1
trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
FICTION / Holidays
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Voted #1 Reader’s Favorite
Christian Romance Author of
2019 by Family Fiction Magazine, bestselling author Karen
Witemeyer offers warmhearted
historical romance with a flair
for humor, feisty heroines, and
swoon-worthy Texas heroes.
She makes her home in Abilene,
© Amanda Carpenter
Texas, with her husband and
three children. Visit www.karenwitemeyer.com
to learn more.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Hanger’s Horsemen
1 At Love’s Command
978-0-7642-3207-7
2 The Heart’s Charge
978-0-7642-3208-4

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

OCTOBER

Thrilling Conclusion to a Popular
Western Series
y Connealy keeps readers’ attention and her novels top of
mind by publishing a new release every season
y The youngest Hunt brother gets his romance, aided by
the Pinkertons
y “Lush descriptions of the Colorado frontier and exciting
gun battles make this a standout. . . . The series [goes]
out on a high note.”—Publishers Weekly on Her Secret
Song

W

yatt Hunt is temporarily bedridden and completely miserable. Somehow Molly Garner’s limited skills have made her the most qualified
in their circle to care for Wyatt. But by the time he’s healed, she’s fed up
with him and the whole ungrateful family. For even worse than his grumpiness were the few unguarded moments when he pulled at her heartstrings,
and she has long determined to never marry.
Molly gets a job as the housekeeper at Oliver Hawkins’s ranch. But
really she’s with the Pinkertons, spying to find out if Hawkins has abused
women and if he’s guilty of murder.
Wyatt refuses to let her risk it alone, convincing Hawkins that he’s
abandoning his own ranch, angered by his two brothers’ coming to claim a
big chunk of it.
But when another Pinkerton agent gets shot, they realize Hawkins isn’t
the only danger. The Hunt brothers will have to band together to face all
the troubles of life and love that suddenly surround them.

Love on the Range
Brothers in Arms #3 of 3

Mary Connealy

9 780764 237744
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 5
$15.99
978-0-7642-3774-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
304 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Western
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mary Connealy writes
“romantic comedies with cowboys” and is celebrated for her
fun, zany, action-packed style.
She has sold more than half a
million books. She is the author
of the popular series Brides
of Hope Mountain, High Sierra
Sweethearts, The Kincaid Brides,
Trouble in Texas, Lassoed in Texas,
Sophie’s Daughters, and many
other books. Mary lives on a ranch in eastern
Nebraska with her very own romantic cowboy hero.
Visit www.maryconnealy.com to learn more.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Brothers in Arms
1 Braced for Love
978-0-7642-3772-0
2 A Man with a Past
978-0-7642-3773-7

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

OCTOBER

PRAISE FOR TRACIE PETERSON
“[An] engrossing historical
romance. . . . In Secrets of My Heart,
love flourishes with the help of a
close-knit community.”—Foreword
Reviews
“Childhood friends reconnect
during sad circumstances in the
consuming launch of Peterson’s
Willamette Brides series. . . . This is a
beautiful story of redemption.”
—Publishers Weekly on Secrets of
My Heart
“Peterson brings her Brookstone
Brides trilogy to an exciting end with
this triumphant love story.”—Publishers Weekly on What Comes My Way
“In this entertaining second entry
in the Brookstone Brides inspirational
historical romance series . . . he and
Mary develop a romantic and spiritual
bond, allowing for many of Peterson’s
trademark sweet, deeply introspective
moments of spiritual exploration.”
—Publishers Weekly on Wherever You Go
“Mystery and suspense saturate
the pages of this historical romance.
Readers will relate to the authentic
characters as themes of faith are woven
throughout their story.”—RT Book
Reviews on In Places Hidden
“Tracie Peterson is a strong writer of
historical fiction and writes beautifully
about Christian faith and ideas.”—Fresh
Fiction
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OCTOBER

Legendary Author Presents Thoughtful
Finish to a Dramatic Series
y Author explores fascinating and dangerous world of
shipping on the Great Lakes in
1870s
y “Fans will relish this entrancing story of fortitude, faith,
and forgiveness.”—Publishers
Weekly on Forever by Your Side
y Peterson continues to be at
the top of inspirational fiction
authors and shows no signs of
slowing down
y Her novella A Flood of Love was
a 2020 Christy Award finalist

E

lise Wright loves her Great Lakes life onboard her father’s ship, the Mary Elise. As cook,
Elise can keep an eye on her father and the grief he bears, fulfilling a promise to her late
mother. But in doing so, she may forfeit love and a family of her own.
Trying to forget his own guilt over a wrong decision while captaining another ship, Nick
Clark hires on as the Mary Elise’s first mate, quickly bonding with the attractive cook over
their common struggles.
When a rough new sailor makes an inappropriate pass at Elise, her father believes it was
a misunderstanding and offers a second chance. But other odd behavior raises Nick’s suspicions. Just as clues to the sailor’s unsavory past start to stack up, an even more immediate
danger swells up around them. Forced to confront their greatest fears, Nick and Elise will
have to rely on their faith and each other to see them through.

Waiting
on
Love
L
L
#3
3
adies of the

ake

of

Tracie Peterson

9 780764 232404 9 780764 232411 9 780764 232428
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 5
trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-3240-4
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32

large print
$19.99
978-0-7642-3242-8
5½ x 8½
432 pages
Case Quantity: 24

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tracie Peterson is the
award-winning author of over
100 novels, both historical and
contemporary. Her avid research
resonates in her many bestselling series. Tracie and her family
make their home in Montana.
Visit www.traciepeterson.com
to learn more.

hardcover
$24.99
978-0-7642-3241-1
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 20

ALSO AVAILABLE
Ladies of the Lake
1 Destined for You
978-0-7642-3234-3
2 Forever My Own
978-0-7642-3237-4

© Lissa Barber Photography

Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / American
Rights: Worldwide
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OCTOBER

A Worthy Follow Up to Author’s
Outstanding Debut
y “Packed with poignancy and meaning. . . . If Powner
has more stories like this, she will be the next big star in
Christian fiction.”—Library Journal starred review on The
Sowing Season
y For contemporary fiction fans of Chris Fabry,
Charles Martin, and Cynthia Ruchti
y “An excellent tale of family, friendship, and finding one’s
path.”—Publishers Weekly on The Sowing Season

T

wenty-one-year-old Bea never expected to move back to her hometown
in Montana, especially not as a college dropout with a husband in tow
and a baby on the way. She insists the stay at her dad’s is only temporary,
until she can get back on her feet. But the truth is, she has no idea what to
do now.
Mitch Jensen is thrilled to have a full house again, though he’s unimpressed by Bea’s greenhorn of a husband. Mitch hopes to convince Bea
to return to school, but she’s changed since her mom died. Everything has
changed. How will he take care of everyone all by himself?
Grandma June is good at telling stories . . . and keeping secrets. But she
can’t hide that her mind is going much longer. If she doesn’t tell the truth
about her past before her memories fade away, someone she loves will
suffer. But if she does, the lives of three generations of the Jensen family
will never be the same.

A Flicker of Light
Katie Powner

9 780764 238314
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 5
$15.99
978-0-7642-3831-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
368 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Contemporary
FICTION / Religious
FICTION / Family Life / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Katie Powner is an
award-winning author who
lives in rural Montana, where
cows still outnumber people.
She is a two-time OCW Cascade Award and ACFW First
Impressions Award winner.
Katie is a biological and adoptive mother of three and foster
mother to many more. She and © E.A.H. Creative Photography
her husband have been in youth ministry for over a
decade. Visit www.katiepowner.com to learn more.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
The Sowing Season
978-0-7642-3759-1

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

OCTOBER

Popular Author Continues Historical Romance
Series Featuring Engaging Period Details
y Story explores history of the Santa Fe Trail and all the
adventure and peril settlers encountered
y “Hedlund vividly captures the spirit of pioneering. . . .
Her characters display faith naturally and realistically.”
—Publishers Weekly on A Bride of Convenience
y Author’s brand has strong momentum, keeping pace
despite recent major market disruptions

B

rilliant scientist Linnea Newberry is on the adventure of a lifetime,
traveling the Santa Fe Trail with her grandfather, Dr. Powell, on a botanical expedition to Colorado Territory. She longs to be taken seriously by
the other team members, but at every calamity she faces, her grandfather
threatens to send her home.
After watching his ma suffer and die in childbirth, Flynn McQuaid has
sworn off women and marriage forever. Headed west to start a new life,
he has his hands full not only taking care of his younger siblings but also
delivering cattle to his brother. He doesn’t need more complications.
When Flynn rescues Linnea from drowning during a river crossing,
Dr. Powell promptly hires Flynn—unbeknownst to Linnea—to act as her
bodyguard for the rest of the trip. As Flynn fights against the many dangers
of the trail, he soon finds himself in the greatest danger of all—falling for
a woman he’s determined not to love.

The Heart of a Cowboy
Colorado Cowboys #2 of 5

Jody Hedlund

9 780764 236402
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 5
$15.99
978-0-7642-3640-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / American
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jody Hedlund is the bestselling author of over 30 historical
novels for both adults and teens
and is the winner of numerous
awards, including the Christy,
Carol, and Christian Book
Awards. Jody lives in Michigan
with her husband, busy family,
and five spoiled cats. She loves
© Sarah Davis Photography
to imagine that she really can
visit the past, although she’s yet to accomplish the
feat, except via the many books she reads. Visit her at
www.jodyhedlund.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Colorado Cowboys
1 A Cowboy for Keeps
978-0-7642-3639-6
Waters of Time
1 Come Back to Me
978-0-8007-3843-3

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

OCTOBER

PRAISE FOR KIMBERLEY
WOODHOUSE
“Kimberley Woodhouse is a
master at historical romance.
It’s nearly impossible to find her
equal.”—Colleen Coble, USA
Today bestselling author of The View
from Rainshadow Bay and the Rock
Harbor series
“Once again Kimberley Woodhouse spins a charming story of love,
mystery, and adventure. I encourage
my readers and anyone else who
enjoys a fun and inspiring read to get
their hands on a copy of The Golden
Bride.”—Tracie Peterson, bestselling author of more than 100 novels
“Kimberley Woodhouse is an amazing author! She has done her research
on the 1620s and created a heartwarming novel.”—RT Book Reviews
“What a fabulous story. Historical
details, intriguing characters, faith and
a touch of romance swirl together to
create an emotional read.”—The Book
Connection
“With this action-packed tale,
Woodhouse properly kicks off this series
centered on major events of American
history.”—Publishers Weekly
“The Patriot Bride is my favorite kind
of historical fiction and Woodhouse
executes it so well. She plays out great
moments in history by setting fictional
characters right next to true historical figures. I loved reading this. I wish schools
taught history in such a fun way.”—Mary
Connealy, bestselling author of The
Accidental Guardian
“A story of adventure, intrigue, history,
mystery, and, of course, love. This is the
fourth installment in the Mayflower Brides
series and I think the best one yet.”
—Seattle Book Review
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OCTOBER

Author on the Rise Launches a
Grand Historical Romance Series
y “Woodhouse’s love story rises
above other historical romances with its engrossing setup.”—Publishers Weekly starred
review of The Golden Bride
y Author has a heightened
profile as the flagship author
of the Daughters of the
Mayflower series and regular
ECPA bestselling novels with
Tracie Peterson
y The Patriot Bride won a
2019 Reader’s Choice Award
from the RWA Faith, Hope, and
Love chapter

A

fter being kidnapped as a child, heiress Emma Grace McMurray has seen firsthand the
devastation that greed causes in the world, and she wants nothing to do with it—
including her father’s offering her hand in a business deal. She sneaks away to be a Harvey
Girl at the El Tovar Grand Canyon Hotel, planning to stay hidden even if it means always
looking over her shoulder.
Ray Watkins arrives at the hotel wanting to impress his father by finding success on his
own. Then maybe he can take on more of the family business and do something good with
the profits.
Ray immediately admires Emma Grace, and though a friendship forms, she’s afraid he’s
just like every other wealthy man she’s known. Then art and jewels go missing from El Tovar
and the nearby Hopi House, a mystery that pulls them in and stirs up their worst fears.
When shocking revelations come to light, they’ll have to question all they thought to be true.
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Deep
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Kimberley Woodhouse

9 780764 238000
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trade paper
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FICTION / Romance / Historical / American
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Kimberley Woodhouse is
an award-winning, bestselling
author of more than fifteen fiction
and nonfiction books. A popular
speaker and teacher, she’s shared
her theme of “Joy through Trials”
with more than half a million
people across the country at
more than 2,000 events. Kim
and her incredible husband of
twenty-five-plus years have two adult children. She’s
passionate about music and Bible study and loves
the gift of story. You can connect with Kimberley on
her website www.kimberleywoodhouse.com and at
www.facebook.com/KimberleyWoodhouseAuthor.
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Acclaimed Author Returns with Romance
and Intrigue on WWI Homefront
y “A romance rich in fascinating historic detail.”—Booklist
on Far Side of the Sea
y Explores dangerous but important war work the Canary
Girls did to support their troops abroad
y “This action-packed historical will appeal to fans of
historical thrillers and will keep readers guessing.”—
Publishers Weekly on Far Side of the Sea

M

unitions worker Rosalind Graham longs to choose her own life and
escape her guardian’s manipulations. On Rose’s last day at the
Chilwell factory, co-worker Tilly Lockhart plans a farewell party and the
two exchange IDs so Rose can await Tilly at her flat. But the factory
explodes, killing hundreds, including Tilly. Realizing the world thinks she
is dead, Rose sees her chance to escape. She assumes Tilly’s identity and
takes a supervisory job in Gretna, Scotland.
RAF Captain Alex Baird returns home on a secret mission to find the
saboteur suspected in the Chilwell explosion, knowing Gretna’s factory is
next. He’s surprised to discover Miss Lockhart renting his boyhood room,
but the two eventually bond over their mutual affection for his family—until Alex receives orders to surveil her.
Rose squirms beneath his scrutiny while struggling to gain her workers’
respect. But the danger of her deception intensifies when a mysterious
package addressed to Tilly arrives. Will Rose’s daring bid for freedom be
her greatest undoing?

As Dawn Breaks
Kate Breslin

9 780764 237485
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: November 2
$15.99
978-0-7642-3748-5

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Far Side of the Sea
978-0-7642-1782-1

A Florida girl who migrated to
the Pacific Northwest, Kate
Breslin was a bookseller for
many years. She is a Carol
Award winner and a RITA and
Christy Award finalist and lives
with her husband in Seattle,
Washington. Find her online at
www.katebreslin.com.
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“Duffy is an author to watch.”
—Library Journal
y Duffy’s confluence of the Western world and India
creates standout stories among inspirational historical
romance
y “Well-detailed and enchanting.”—Historical Novels
Review on A Mosaic of Wings
y Author’s debut was highly acclaimed for its evocative
descriptions and complex heroine
y For fans of Lynn Austin, Jody Hedlund, Jocelyn Green,
and Tamera Alexander

A

ugusta Travers has spent the last three years avoiding the stifling
expectations of New York society and her family’s constant disappointment. As the nation’s most fearless—and reviled—columnist, Gussie
travels the country with her Kodak camera and spins stories for women
unable to leave hearth and home. But when her adventurous nature lands
her in the middle of a scandal at the worst possible moment, she’s forced
to leave America entirely.
Arriving in India, she expects only a nice visit with childhood friends,
siblings Catherine and Gabriel, and adventures that will further her
career. Instead, she finds herself facing a plague epidemic, confusion over
Gabriel’s sudden appeal, and the realization that what she wants from life
is changing.
As she grows closer to friends, old and new, and allows their words
of truth to heal parched places, she pictures a new future. But when the
fallout of her past decisions finds her in India, will it ruin her chance to
finally stop running?

Every Word Unsaid
Kimberly Duffy
9 780764 235658
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: November 2
$15.99
978-0-7642-3565-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Kimberly Duffy is a Long
Island native currently living
in Southwest Ohio, via six
months in India. When she’s not
homeschooling her four kids,
she writes historical fiction that
takes her readers back in time
and across oceans. She loves
trips that require a passport,
© Laura Hicks Photography
recipe books, and practicing
kissing scenes with her husband of twenty years. He
doesn’t mind. Learn more at www.kimberlyduffy.com.
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EXCERPT
She hears whimpering. Alarmed,
she tells Eva to stay put and follows
the sound. Her heart stops when she
opens the bathroom door.
Water pools on the yellow
linoleum. Owen kneels by the tub,
his body hunched over as he forces
Rocky’s head underwater. Rocky
fights wildly, but Owen holds him
down. When he sees Adri in the
doorway, his face darkens.
“I hate this dog.”
Instinctively, Adri slams into him,
barely knocking him back, but it gives
Rocky just enough time to burst from
the water. Owen wraps his hands
around her neck.
“Where have you been? Where did
you go?”
She tries to wrench his wet fingers
from her neck, but her hands slip over
his.
“Eva,” she says, choking. “Eva will
see you.”
Suddenly Owen lets go, and Adri
gasps for air as he rushes from the
bathroom. She tries to follow him, but
Rocky blocks the way, determined to
protect her.
“Come on, boy,” she whispers, her
throat still stinging. “Come with me.”
Adri pulls him with her.
Owen is in the living room with his
arm around Eva. His voice is cheerful, but
Eva looks afraid as she glances between
shaken Adri and soaked Rocky.
“Why is Rocky all wet?”
“I was giving him a bath,” Owen says
smoothly, ushering her into the kitchen.
“Are you hungry? Where did you and
Mama go this morning?”
Shaking, Adri waits as Owen makes
Eva a grilled cheese. He’s dressed in clean
clothes, and his sandy hair is slicked back,
but there’s a fresh cut under his eye—no
doubt from a bar fight, his favorite pastime.
Adri listens as Eva tells him about the
church service. He pretends to be interested, but when he looks at Adri again, his
eyes are full of fury.
God, please. Help me.
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Fresh Voice Offers Up a Compelling
Modern-Day Rocky Tale
y Schober expertly weaves
elements of MMA fighting,
overcoming domestic abuse,
and romance to explore
rebuilding broken dreams
in an often unkind world
y Depictions are inspired by
author’s real-life passion for
MMA, training in boxing and
Krav Maga, as well as a past
abusive relationship
y Author is a well-connected
marketing powerhouse,
currently operating and
contributing to many major
Christian blogs and websites

S

trong-willed Adri Rivera always dreamed of becoming a professional mixed martial artist, but then she fell in love with a man who smashed everything to pieces. When their
tumultuous relationship finally comes to a head, Adri flees with their young daughter to her
small hometown in the mountains of Pennsylvania. There, she must face the people she left
behind and put her broken life back together as a single mother.
Adri struggles to regain her independence after so many years under the oppressive
influence of her ex, but a job opportunity at a local gym gives her hope that she’ll be able to
stand on her own two feet. The one problem? The man who offers it to her is the handsome but hardened Max Lyons—her former best friend and training partner, whom she left
heartbroken years before.
As Adri dares to pursue her dream again, training for a big tournament, can she confront
her weakness and avoid the past defining her future?

After She Falls
Carmen Schober

y As a second-generation
Cuban immigrant, Schober
brings much-needed diversity
to CBA market
9 780764 239298
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: November 2
$15.99
978-0-7642-3929-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
368 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Christian / Contemporary
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Carmen Schober is a debut
novelist, wife, full-time mother
to two daughters, avid boxer,
and Rocky enthusiast. A graduate of Kansas State University,
where she earned a master’s
degree in English literature and
creative writing, she currently
lives in Manhattan, Kansas.
© Grace Burdick
She has published sports fiction
in Witness magazine and Hobart Pulp, and she
regularly blogs about faith, family, and fighting at
www.carmenschober.com.
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Spine-Tingling Suspense
from a Master Genre Writer
y An intricate plot full of surprising twists follows a gutsy
heroine giving her all to best a skillful killer
y Expands on the great success of her Kaely Quinn Profiler
series, returning to the world of the FBI’s elite unit
y “Mehl ratchets up the tension as more buildings burn
and clues pile up.”—Publishers Weekly on Fire Storm

A

fter facing the demons from her past, Alex Donovan is ready to move
on and focus on her career at the FBI’s elite Behavioral Analysis Unit
(BAU). When renowned profiler and BAU co-founder John Davis is found
dead in his hotel room, the FBI is called in to work on the strangest case
they’ve ever faced. How do you find a killer who murders his victims
without touching them?
When it becomes clear that the killer is targeting agents in Alex’s unit,
they are ordered into lockdown, sheltered in the dorms at Quantico. Alex
bunks with a controversial agent, Kaely Quinn, who has returned after
being dismissed three years earlier. As they work together, Alex discovers
in Kaely the role model she’s never had, despite being warned away.
As Alex questions who she wants to become, things get personal when
the brilliant killer strikes close to home. Now Alex will do anything to find
the killer—even at the risk of her own life.

Dead Fall
The Quantico Files #2 of 3

Nancy Mehl

9 780764 237645
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: November 2
$15.99
978-0-7642-3764-5
trade paper
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Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Nancy Mehl is the author
of more than 35 books and a
Christy Award and Carol Award
finalist as well as the winner
of an ACFW Book of the Year
award. Her short story, Chasing
Shadows, was in the USA Today
bestselling Summer of Suspense
anthology. Nancy writes from
© Ginger Murray Photography
her home in Missouri, where
she lives with her husband, Norman, and their puggle,
Watson. Learn more at www.nancymehl.com
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Acclaimed Author Pens
Moving Appalachian Novel
y “Thomas returns with an uplifting novel that strikes
all the high points of redemptive love and coming of
age . . . offer[ing] a fresh look at the nuances and the
importance of emotional intelligence.”—Booklist starred
review of The Right Kind of Fool
y Author artfully weaves in fascinating bits of history,
exploring the days of water divination and the Hawks
Nest Tunnel disaster
y “Fans of historical Southern fiction will be drawn to this
title, as will readers of Lisa Wingate.”—Library Journal on
When Silence Sings

I

t’s 1932 and Sullivan Harris is on the run. He promised the people of
Kline, West Virginia, that he would find them water, but now he’s failed
and disappeared with their cash. Although he’s determined to stay a step
ahead of pursuers—like Jeremiah Weber—his resources are running low.
Gainey Floyd is suspicious of Sulley’s claim to be a dowser when he
appears in town but reconsiders after he finds water. Rather, it’s Sulley
who grows uneasy when his success makes folks wonder if he can find
more than water—like forgotten items or missing people. He lights out to
escape such expectations and runs smack into something worse.
Hundreds of men have found jobs digging the Hawks Nest Tunnel—but
what they thought was a blessing is killing them. And no one seems to
care. Here, Sulley finds something new—a desire to help. As Jeremiah—
and now Gainey—pursue him, Sulley becomes the unexpected catalyst for
finding what even he has forgotten. Hope.

The Finder of Forgotten
Things
Sarah Loudin Thomas
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: December 7
$15.99
978-0-7642-3835-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
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Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
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FICTION / Southern
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sarah Loudin Thomas is
a fund-raiser for a children’s
ministry and the author of the
acclaimed novels The Sound of
Rain and Miracle in a Dry Season—winner of the 2015 INSPY
Award. Sarah has also been a
finalist for the Christy Award,
the ACFW Carol Award, and
© Candice Freeland
the Christian Book of the Year
Award. She and her husband live near Asheville, North
Carolina. Learn more at www.sarahloudinthomas.com.
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PRAISE FOR JULIE KLASSEN
“Klassen steeps the romance in
atmosphere and intrigue. The result
is an entertaining and satisfying
romance.”—Publishers Weekly on A
Castaway in Cornwall
“Fans of Klassen’s superb Ivy Hill
series will be completely entranced
with this stand-alone novella that
not only beautifully captures the
kindness, hope, love, and faith of
Christmas but also skillfully evokes
the period holiday atmosphere of
Regency England.”—Booklist on An
Ivy Hill Christmas
“Klassen piles up clues, teasing
us with a multitude of suspects with
motives. . . . Throw in laudanum,
dangerous smugglers, shady dealings,
a flood, a violent storm and voilà: adventure. The action-packed climax had
me on the edge. The reveal of the killer
came as a complete surprise.”
—Historical Novels Review on
The Bridge to Belle Island
“In her latest captivating inspirational romance, Christy Award–winning
Klassen effectively channels the gothic
spirit of Austen’s Northanger Abbey,
Du Maurier’s Jamaica Inn, and the
classic novels of Holt by making effective
use of her atmospheric Cornish setting
and creating a plot packed with secrets
and intrigue.”—Booklist on The Tutor’s
Daughter
“In this gorgeous story of love and redemption, Klassen spins a tale of secrets
and deception, coupled with unexpected
plot twists and a swoon-worthy ending;
giving readers more evidence as to why
she’s a fan favorite. Readers of inspirational
Regency romances will clamor for this
title.”—Library Journal starred review of
The Painter’s Daughter
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Another Sure Winner from the Top
Name in Inspirational Regency Romance
y Author delivers a sweetly
Gothic romance in the vein
of Northanger Abbey and
Jamaica Inn
y Klassen is a three-time
Christy Award winner,
Midwest Book Award winner,
Minnesota Book Award winner,
and winner of a Christian
Retailing’s Best Award
y Readers will love how the
author draws on the grand
setting of a converted medieval structure to build atmosphere, similar to Downton
Abbey and the popular
historic Lacock Abbey

N

ews of her brother’s worrisome behavior spurs Miss Rebecca Lane to return home to
her village. Upon her arrival, he begs her to go to nearby Swanford Abbey, a medieval
monastery turned grand hotel rumored to be haunted. Feeling responsible for her brother’s
desperate state, she reluctantly agrees to stay at the abbey until she can deliver his manuscript to a fellow guest who might help him get published—an author who once betrayed
them.
Soon, Rebecca starts seeing strange things, including a figure in a hooded black gown
gliding silently through the abbey’s cloisters at night. For all its renovations and veneer of
luxury, the ancient foundations seem to echo with whispers of the past—including her own.
For there she encounters Sir Frederick—baronet, magistrate, and former neighbor—who
long ago broke her heart. Now a handsome widower of thirty-five, he is trying to overcome
a past betrayal of his own.
When the famous author is found dead, Sir Frederick makes inquiries and quickly
discovers that several people held grudges against the author, including Miss Lane and her
brother. As Sir Frederick searches for answers, he is torn between his growing feelings for
Rebecca and his pursuit of the truth. For Miss Lane is clearly hiding something. . . .

Shadows of
Swanford Abbey
Julie Klassen

9 780764 234248 9 780764 234255 9 780764 236211
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: December 7
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Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Julie Klassen loves all things
Jane—Jane Eyre and Jane
Austen. Her books have sold
over a million copies, and she
is a three-time recipient of the
Christy Award for Historical
Romance. The Secret of
Pembrooke Park was honored
with the Minnesota Book
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Award for Genre Fiction. Julie
has also won the Midwest Book Award and Christian
Retailing’s Best Award and has been a finalist in the
RITA and Carol Awards. A graduate of the University
of Illinois, Julie worked in publishing for sixteen years
and now writes full-time. She and her husband have
two sons and live in a suburb of St. Paul, Minnesota.
For more information, visit www.julieklassen.com.
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Humorous Historical Romance,
Full of Adventure and Intrigue
y Highlights wild history of late 19th-century Joplin,
Missouri
y Jennings’s novella Intrigue a la Mode was a 2020 Christy
Award finalist
y “Full of colorful characters and unexpected twists,
Jennings’s entertaining story is her best yet.”—Publishers
Weekly starred review of Courting Misfortune

M

aisie Kentworth is stuck on the ranch. Having fallen in love with
the wrong guy, she can’t risk inflaming things between her former
beau and her protective family. Left to rue her mistakes, she keeps busy
exploring the idle mine at the edge of their property.  
Boone Bragg is also stuck. With his parents on vacation, the management of Bragg Mining falls on him, and one of his advisors wants him as
a son-in-law. One wrong move, and Boone will end up either offending an
associate or getting married to a woman he can’t endure.
While closing up a spent mine, Boone gets two surprises. One is an
untamed farm girl who’s trespassing with a pickax, and the other is the
amazing crystal cavern that she’s discovered. Suddenly Boone sees a way
to overhaul the family business. With part of the cavern on Kentworth
land, Boone makes Maisie a proposal that he hopes will solve all of their
problems. Instead it throws Joplin into chaos.

Proposing Mischief
The Joplin Chronicles #2 of 3

Regina Jennings

9 780764 235351
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: December 7
$15.99
978-0-7642-3535-1
trade paper
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352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
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Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Regina Jennings is a graduate
of Oklahoma Baptist University
with a degree in English and a
minor in history. She’s the winner
of the National Readers’ Choice
Award, a two-time Golden
Quill finalist, and a finalist for
the Oklahoma Book of the Year
Award. Regina has worked at
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the Mustang News and at First
Baptist Church of Mustang, along with time at the
Oklahoma National Stockyards and various livestock
shows. She lives outside of Oklahoma City with
her husband and four children. Visit her website at
www.reginajennings.com.
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EXCERPT
As she took her luggage into the
room, she knew that ‘de rien’ meant
it’s nothing. But was it nothing? Had
she just agreed to a date with the
innkeeper? And, really, what was
wrong with that? He spoke excellent
English and had a friend who might
be her long lost relative. Perhaps
a fifth cousin thrice removed. Who
knew? So why not just go with the
flow and enjoy the evening? Wasn’t
that why she’d taken this trip? Or
mostly anyway.
As she unpacked her bags, stowing
clothes in an antique dresser and
armoire, she remembered her real
mission. Great-grandmamma Simone’s
‘treasure.’ That was why she was
here. But it wasn’t as if she could just
announce this ridiculous notion to
everyone she met. For one thing, they
would probably assume she was crazy.
Or even worse, they might become
suspicious of an outsider trying to sneak
in here and steal some family fortune.
As if there were such a thing.
She removed the mysterious letter
from her bag and read it again. And, although the very same letter had seemed
rather bizarre and unbelievable back
in California, it suddenly seemed a bit
more real here in Arve. Especially in this
charmingly old world room with its rough
beams and sloped ceiling. It seemed just
the sort of room her great-grandmamma
might’ve once occupied.
Simone pushed aside the lace curtains
to gaze out the leaded glass window
and couldn’t help but gasp at the magical
twilight outside. The dusky indigo sky
had painted the snow-covered rooftops in
shades of pale blue, and windows glowed
amber as lights inside were turned on. And
once again, Simone got the feeling she
was someone else . . . somewhere else . . .
or perhaps even traveling back in time. But
it wasn’t frightening. In fact, it was pretty
exciting!
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Bestselling Author Melody Carlson
Brings Readers to France for Christmas
y Author’s combined book sales
top 7 million
y “No one captures the heartwarming fun of the Christmas
season quite like Melody
Carlson.”—USA Today
y “Carlson’s latest Christmas
romance is as light and sweet
as a Hallmark movie.”—Booklist
on The Christmas Swap

A

fter a time of heartache and loss, Simone Winthrop discovers a tantalizing letter from
her French great-grandmother, which seems to suggest that she is heir to a family treasure. Ever practical, Simone assumes the claim is baseless, but her best friend encourages
her to find out for sure. Despite her deep-rooted fear of flying, Simone boards a jet to travel
to Paris at Christmastime to uncover the truth.
During the long flight, Simone meets the charming Kyle Larsson, who’s on his way to
France to become an apprentice clockmaker. Though they abruptly part ways, an unexpected rendezvous in the French Alps at Simone’s family’s clock factory may lead to the
discovery of the family treasure . . . and so much more.
For anyone who is wearying of staying home, Melody Carlson invites you to spend Christmas with her in the beautiful French Alps this year. So pull on your mittens, tie your scarf
tight, and prepare yourself for a magical mountain holiday.

A Christmas in the Alps
Melody Carlson

9 780800 739331
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 7
$16.99
978-0-8007-3933-1
hardcover
5½ x 8½
176 pages
Case Quantity: 28
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Melody Carlson is the
award-winning author of
over 200 books with sales of
more than 7 million, including
many bestselling Christmas
novellas, young adult titles,
and contemporary romances.
She received a Romantic Times
Career Achievement Award in
the inspirational market for her
many books, including Finding Alice. She and
her husband live in central Oregon. Learn more
at www.melodycarlson.com.
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“A delightful new voice in Christian fiction!”
—Susan May Warren, USA Today bestselling,
Christy Award–winning author
y “This sweet and circuitous inspirational romance
will please rom-com fans.”—Publishers Weekly on
Until I Met You
y “Tari Faris combines the right mixture of romance,
humor, and realistic conflict.”—Beth K. Vogt, Christy
Award–winning author of the Thatcher Sisters series
y For readers of Denise Hunter and Rachel Hauck

L

eah Williams is back in the quaint town of Heritage, Michigan, and
ready to try again to make her business a success. But blank slates are
hard to come by, and a piece of her past is waiting for her there. Heir to
the Heritage Fruits company, Jonathan Kensington is the guy who not only
made Leah’s past difficult, he also seems determined to complicate her
present as well.
Jon is trying to prove to the Heritage Fruits board that he, not his
manipulative uncle, should be running the business. The board insists Jon
find a new owner for the building that will house Leah’s business. To avoid
forcing a buyout of Leah’s part of the building, Jon strikes a compromise
with Leah, and the two go into business together. With her vision and his
know-how, it might work. And Leah might realize he’s loved her since high
school. If only he didn’t keep on shooting himself in the foot by boxing her
out of important decisions.
Sparks fly in this romantic story of two people who must learn to trust
both each other and the one who called them to this journey.

Since You’ve Been Gone
Restoring Heritage #3 of 3

Tari Faris

9 780800 736491
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 7
$15.99
978-0-8007-3649-1
trade paper
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336 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tari Faris is the author of You
Belong with Me and Until I Met
You. A member of American
Christian Fiction Writers and
My Book Therapy, she is the
projects manager for My Book
Therapy, writes for learnhowtowriteanovel.com, and is a
2017 Genesis Award winner.
© Tari Faris
She has an MDiv from Asbury
Theological Seminary and lives in the Phoenix, Arizona,
area with her husband and their three children.
Although she lives in the Southwest now, she lived
in a small town in Michigan for 25 years. Learn more
at TariFaris.com.
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978-0-8007-3647-7
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SEPTEMBER

The Best Moments in Dance
Are the Unscripted Ones
y “Satisfying, inspirational love story.”—Booklist on
The Love Note
y “Wholesome characters pining for true love and
winsome twists keep the mystery unresolved until the
very end.”—Publishers Weekly on The Love Note
y Will appeal to readers of Susan Anne Mason,
Roseanna M. White, and Jennifer Delamere

A

ll theater romances are tragedies. Ella Blythe knows this. Still, she
cannot help but hope her own story may turn out different than
most—and certainly different than the tragic story of the Ghost of Craven
Street Theater. Yet as she struggles to maintain her tenuous place in
the ever-shrinking ballet company, win the attentions of principal dancer
Philippe, and avoid company flirt Jack, Ella cannot deny the uncanny
feeling that her life is mirroring that of the dead ballerina.
Is she dancing ever closer to the edge of her own tragic end? Or will the
secrets that are about to come to light offer release from the past?
Mystery and romance make the perfect dance partners in this evocative
story from fan-favorite Joanna Davidson Politano.

A Midnight Dance
Joanna Davidson Politano

9 780800 736903
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 7
$16.99
978-0-8007-3690-3
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / Victorian
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Joanna Davidson Politano
is the award-winning author
of Lady Jayne Disappears, A
Rumored Fortune, Finding Lady
Enderly, and The Love Note.
She loves tales that capture
the colorful, exquisite details
in ordinary lives and is eager to
hear anyone’s story. She lives
with her husband and their two © Robb Davidson Photography
kids in a house in the woods near Lake Michigan.
You can find her at www.jdpstories.com.
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The Love Note
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Finding Lady Enderly
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SEPTEMBER

New York Times Bestselling Author with
Total Sales of over 1.5 Million
y “Kirkpatrick’s stirring biographical novel honors its
real-life inspiration and the relevance of her historical
journey.”—Booklist on Something Worth Doing
y “Kirkpatrick has a wonderful voice in historical fiction.”
—Interviews and Reviews on Something Worth Doing
y Jane Kirkpatrick has won many awards, including the
WILLA Award

C

lassically trained pianist and singer Natalie Curtis isolated herself for
five years after a breakdown just before she was to debut with the
New York Philharmonic. Guilt-ridden and songless, Natalie can’t seem to
recapture the joy music once brought her. In 1902, her brother invites her to
join him in the West to search for healing. What she finds are songs she’d
never before encountered—the haunting melodies, rhythms, and stories of
Native Americans.
But their music is under attack. The US government’s Code of Offenses
prohibits American’s indigenous people from singing, dancing, or speaking
their own languages as the powers that be insist on assimilation. Natalie
makes it her mission not only to document these songs before they disappear but to appeal to President Teddy Roosevelt himself, who is the only
man with the power to repeal the unjust law. Will she succeed and step
into a new song . . . and a new future?
Award-winning author Jane Kirkpatrick weaves yet another lyrical tale
based on a true story that will keep readers captivated to the very end.

The Healing of Natalie
Curtis
Jane Kirkpatrick
9 780800 736132
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 7
$16.99
978-0-8007-3613-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jane Kirkpatrick is the New
York Times and CBA bestselling
and award-winning author of
40 books, including Something
Worth Doing, One More River
to Cross, Everything She Didn’t
Say, All Together in One Place,
A Light in the Wilderness, The
Memory Weaver, This Road We
© Jerry Kirkpatrick
Traveled, and A Sweetness to
the Soul, which won the prestigious Wrangler Award
from the Western Heritage Center. Her works have
won the WILLA Literary Award, the Carol Award for
Historical Fiction, and the 2016 Will Rogers Gold Medallion Award. Jane divides her time between Central
Oregon and California with her husband, Jerry, and
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel, Caesar. Learn more at
www.jkbooks.com.
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Something Worth Doing
978-0-8007-3611-8
One More River to Cross
978-0-8007-2702-4
Everything She Didn’t Say
978-0-8007-2701-7
All She Left Behind
978-0-8007-2700-0
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Dual-Time Novel Weaves Together Three
Generations of Mothers and Daughters
y Will appeal to readers of Lindsay Harrel and
Lauren Denton
y “With a masterful pen, Amanda Cox draws us into a
story of dynamic characters, gentle romance, and an
authentic celebration of life and humanity.”—Heidi
Chiavaroli, Carol Award–winning author of Freedom’s
Ring and The Tea Chest on The Edge of Belonging
y “From the beginning, I was swept up into the story. This
was a phenomenal journey.”—Urban Lit Magazine on
The Edge of Belonging

P

resent Day. After tragedy plunges her into grief and unresolved anger,
Sarah Ashby returns to her childhood home determined to finally follow
her long-denied dream of running Old Depot Grocery alongside her mother
and grandmother. But when she arrives, her mother, Rosemary, announces
to her that the store is closing. Sarah and her grandmother, Glory Ann,
make a pact to save the store, but Rosemary has worked her entire life
to make sure her daughter never follows in her footsteps. She has her
reasons—but she’ll certainly never reveal the real one.
1965. Glory Ann confesses to her family that she’s pregnant with her
deceased fiancé’s baby. Pressured into a marriage of convenience with a
shopkeeper to preserve the family reputation, Glory Ann vows never to love
again. But some promises are not as easily kept as she imagined.
This dual-timeline story from Amanda Cox deftly explores the complexity
of a mother-daughter dynamic, the way the secrets we keep shape our
lives and the lives of others, and the healing power of telling the truth.

The Secret Keepers of Old
Depot Grocery
Amanda Cox
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: September 7
$15.99
978-0-8007-3741-2
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / General
FICTION / Women
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Amanda Cox is the author
of The Edge of Belonging. A
blogger and a curriculum developer for a national nonprofit
youth leadership organization,
she holds a bachelor’s degree
in Bible and theology and a
master’s degree in professional
counseling, but her first love is
© Emilie Haney
communicating through story.
Her studies and her interactions with hurting families
over a decade have allowed her to create multidimensional characters that connect emotionally with
readers. She lives in Chattanooga, Tennessee, with
her husband and their three children. Learn more at
AmandaCoxWrites.com.
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OCTOBER

EXCERPT
“The name’s Ben Zook. I’ve come
to see that White-winged Tern that
everyone in the bird world is buzzing
about. I sure hope it’s not a one-day
wonder.”
Penny’s heart gave one huge
thump and then started beating
wildly.
It was him. Even after two
decades, she would know him
anywhere.
She’d always known that one day,
somehow, somewhere, they’d meet
again. And here he was. He was here
for a bird.
Of course the Lord would entice
him back home with a bird. A rare bird.
Just as birds found their way in the
sky, so God had found a way to bring
Ben Zook here.
Ben walked around the car to greet
her, holding out his hand to her. His
movement was quick, graceful, and
Penny suddenly remembered that was
the way of him. He was tall, so tall she
had to raise her chin to see his eyes. He
was so fine to look at that she couldn’t
help but stare at the sheer wonder of
him. His deep voice made Penny think
of a waterfall, fast-moving and fluid,
unable to hold on to, yet so mesmerizing.
Ben Zook was standing just a few feet
away from her!
Still dumbstruck, she gazed at him,
then at his offered hand. Do something,
Penny! Pull yourself together. But she
couldn’t budge, couldn’t move a muscle.
His eyes registered no recognition of her.
Not a flicker. Penny could see she was a
complete stranger to him. Eyes couldn’t
lie.
When too much time had passed, Ben
dropped his hand with an awkward smile,
then turned away to take things out of
the car. He opened the trunk to pull out
suitcases, handing one to his cousin. He
paused, leaned one hand against the car,
swayed a little, and suddenly folded to the
ground like a rag doll.
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Award-Winning, Bestselling Author
with More Than 1.2 Million Copies Sold
y “Fisher’s fans and newcomers
to Amish fiction will be overjoyed with this heartwarming
tale.”—Publishers Weekly on
Two Steps Forward
y Author consistently hits the
ECPA bestseller list
y “There’s just something
unique and fresh about every Suzanne Woods Fisher
book.”—Shelley Shepard Gray,
New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author

B

en Zook had only two loves in his life: books and birds. In a stroke of good fortune, he’d
stumbled onto a way to cobble together those two loves into a career, writing books
about rare birds. He was as free as a bird—until a chase for a rare White-winged Tern
takes him to the one place on earth he planned to never return: his Amish home in Stoney
Ridge.
Desperate for photographs of the elusive tern, Ben hires a local field guide, Micah Weaver, and boards at Micah’s farm, planning to “bag the bird” and leave Stoney Ridge before
anyone recognizes him. But he neglected to plan for Micah’s sister, Penny. One long-ago
summer, Penny had introduced Ben to birding, even sharing with him a hidden eagle aerie.
That eagle became his spark bird—the one that inspired his lifelong love.
Ben. He was Penny’s spark bird. That was when she knew true love. She’d always hoped
Ben would come back to Stoney Ridge. Back to his Amish roots. Back to her. The only problem? Ben has absolutely no memory of Penny.
Bestselling author Suzanne Woods Fisher welcomes her readers to the Amish community
at Stoney Ridge in this engaging story of discovering just who the rare birds are in life.

A Season on the Wind
Suzanne Woods Fisher

9 780800 739508
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 5
$16.99
978-0-8007-3950-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Amish & Mennonite
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Suzanne Woods Fisher is
an award-winning, bestselling
author of more than 30 books,
including The Moonlight
School and the Three Sisters
Island, Nantucket Legacy, Amish
Beginnings, The Bishop’s Family,
The Deacon’s Family, and The Inn
at Eagle Hill series. She is also
© Dan Davis Photography
the author of several nonfiction
books about the Amish, including Amish Peace and
Amish Proverbs. She lives in California. Learn more at
www.suzannewoodsfisher.com and follow Suzanne
on Facebook @SuzanneWoodsFisherAuthor and
Twitter @suzannewfisher.
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EXCERPT
What in the world . . . ?!
From her slouched position in a
seat near the back of the classroom,
Cate blinked as the tall, dark-haired
man who’d once been the center of
her universe entered and strode to
the desk in front.
Zeke Sloan was the Spanish
teacher at Ivy Hill Academy?
No.
Impossible.
Teresa Medina taught Spanish
here—and Zeke’s name was nowhere
in the dossier of school personnel the
department had prepared for her.
Heart banging against her rib cage,
Cate sank lower in her seat.
What was going on?
In light of the murmur that rippled
through the students as Zeke faced
them, she wasn’t the only one surprised
by his presence.
“Good morning, ladies.” He gave
the room a commanding sweep and
displayed one of those half-hitch smiles
that used to turn her to mush. “As you
can see, I’m not Ms. Medina. Complications from the injuries she suffered
in her car accident have delayed her
return. I’m Zeke Martinez, her temporary
replacement.”
As he finished the explanation and
introduced himself with an unfamiliar
surname, his gaze lingered on hers. There
was no flicker of recognition or acknowledgment in his eyes.
But he knew who she was, despite the
blood red streak she’d added to her hair
and the dark eye makeup that wasn’t part
of her usual beauty routine. You didn’t give
a man your heart without learning to read
his every nuance.
Yet he wasn’t surprised by her presence.
Why not?
Who had tipped him off she was here?
Why was he using a fake name?
What had caused the barely detectable
limp in his authoritative gait?
Was he at Ivy Hill on an undercover
assignment for the DEA job that had sabotaged their relationship?
If so, how much did he know about her
case?
As questions raced through her mind, she
dipped her chin and fiddled with the cap on
her pen. She had to calm down. Play this
cool. Zeke obviously didn’t intend to expose
her. She owed him the same courtesy.
At least until she had a handle on what
was going on.
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Hannon’s Revell Novels Have Sold
over 1.1 Million Copies
y Bestselling author won both
the 2020 Booksellers’ Best and
Carol Awards
y Book 1 in the series, Point of
Danger, was named by
Suspense Magazine as one
of the best books of 2020
y Irene Hannon consistently
makes ECPA and Publishers
Weekly bestseller lists

W

hen the daughter of a high-profile businessman disappears from an exclusive girls’
boarding school, police detective Cate Reilly is tapped for an undercover assignment.
It doesn’t take her long to realize that beneath the veneer of polish and wealth, things are
not as they seem at Ivy Hill Academy. But the biggest surprise of all? The only man she ever
loved is also working at the school.
Zeke Sloan has never forgotten Cate, but now isn’t the best time for their paths to cross
again. When their two seemingly disparate agendas begin to intertwine—and startling
connections emerge among the players—the danger escalates significantly. But who is the
mastermind behind the elaborate ruse? And how far will they go to protect their house of
cards?
Queen of romantic suspense Irene Hannon invites you to scale the heights of human folly
and plumb the depths of the human heart in this second gripping book in the Triple Threat
series.

Labyrinth
of
Lies
T
T
#2
3
riple

hreat

of

Irene Hannon

9 780800 736187 9 780800 740504
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 5
trade paper
$16.99
978-0-8007-3618-7
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
hardcover
$29.99
978-0-8007-4050-4
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 20
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Irene Hannon is the bestselling
author of more than sixty novels,
including the long-running Hope
Harbor series, as well as Point
of Danger and the Code of Honor,
Private Justice, and Men of Valor
suspense series, among others.
Her books have been honored
with three coveted RITA Awards
© DeWeesePhotography.com
from Romance Writers of
America, and she is a member of that organization’s
elite Hall of Fame. Her many other awards include
National Readers’ Choice, Daphne du Maurier,
Retailers’ Choice, Booksellers’ Best, Carol, and
Reviewers’ Choice from RT Book Reviews magazine,
which also honored her with a Career Achievement
Award for her entire body of work. In addition, she
is a two-time Christy Award finalist. Learn more at
www.irenehannon.com.
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Regina Scott Pens Another Awe-Inspiring
National Park Adventure
y Author’s books have sold more than 1 million copies
y Regina Scott’s previous 50+ books are known for their
witty, historical romance
y A Distance Too Grand, book one of the American Wonders
Collection, was named one of Booklist’s Top 10 Romances
of 2020

H

eadstrong Coraline Baxter has worked all her life to be more than
the spoiled socialite others expect. When her beloved stepfather’s
bank is threatened by the Panic of 1893, she makes a deal with arrogant
entrepreneur Cash Kincaid, who has been pressuring her to marry him. If
she can climb Mount Rainier, he will bail out the bank. All Cora needs is a
guide to get her to the top.
Nathan Hardee may look like a mountain man, but he once ruled the
halls of high society. He left all that behind after his father broke under
financial pressure from Kincaid. To best Kincaid now, Nathan agrees to
guide Cora up the mountain.
Climbing Rainier will require all of Cora’s strength and will lead her and
Nathan to rediscover their faith in God and humanity. These two loners
make unlikely partners in righting a wrong and may just discover that only
together is the view most glorious.

A View Most Glorious
American Wonders Collection #3 of 3

Regina Scott

9 780800 736415
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 5
$16.99
978-0-8007-3641-5
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Regina Scott is the author of
more than 50 works of warm,
witty historical romance,
including A Distance Too
Grand and Nothing Short of
Wondrous. Her writing has won
praise from Booklist and Library
Journal, and she was twice
awarded the prestigious RT
Book Reviews best book of the
year in her category. A devotee of history, she
has learned to fence, driven four-in-hand, and sailed
on a tall ship, all in the name of research. She and
her husband of 30 years live south of Tacoma,
Washington, on the way to Mt. Rainier. Learn more
at www.reginascott.com.
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St. Amant Delivers a Saucy Story
Full of Romance and Food Trucks
y St. Amant’s novels have sold close to 400,000 copies
y Will appeal to readers of Rachel Hauck and Becky Wade
y “Readers will savor the flirty banter and delightful
characters amidst a Midwest community buzzing with
charm.”—Booklist on The Key to Love

R

ory Perez, a food truck owner who can’t cook, is struggling to keep the
business she inherited from her aunt out of the red—and an upcoming
contest during Modest’s annual food truck festival seems the best way to
do it. The prize money could finally give her a solid financial footing and
keep her cousin with special needs paid up at her beloved assisted living
home. Then maybe Rory will have enough time to meet the man she’s been
talking to via an anonymous online dating site.
Jude Strong is tired of being a puppet at his manipulative father’s law
firm, and the food truck festival seems like the perfect opportunity to dive
into his passion for cooking and finally call his life his own. But if he loses
the contest, he’s back at the law firm for good. Failure is not an option.
Complications arise when Rory’s chef gets mono and she realizes she
has to cook after all. Then Jude discovers that his stiffest competition is
the same woman he’s been falling for online the past month.
Will these unlikely chefs sacrifice it all for the sake of love? Or will there
only ever be tacos for one?

Tacos for Two
Betsy St. Amant

9 780800 738907
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 12
$15.99
978-0-8007-3890-7
trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
FICTION / Romance / Clean & Wholesome
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Betsy St. Amant is the author
of more than fifteen inspirational romances, including The
Key to Love, and a frequent
contributor to iBelieve.com. She
lives in north Louisiana with her
husband, two daughters, a collection of Austen novels, and an
impressive stash of pickle-fla© EA Creative Photography
vored Pringles. When she’s not
composing her next book or trying to prove unicorns
are real, Betsy can usually be found somewhere
in the vicinity of a white chocolate mocha—
no whip. Learn more at www.betsystamant.com.
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A Barbarian Warrior and a Devout Christian Maiden
Embark on a Quest to Help the Ancient Church
y Author is a historian and scholar, bringing a high level
of authenticity to the novel
y “Bryan Litfin makes history come alive.”—Chris Fabry,
author and radio host
y “The Conqueror is a vivid and cinematic page-turner that
promises to transport readers onto the frontlines of one
of the most pivotal eras in history—the tumultuous rise
of imperial Christianity.”—Christian Retail Association

T

he year is AD 316. Imperial persecution has ended, but Christianity’s
future still hangs in the balance. Will churches rise in Rome where
pagan temples once stood? Will the true Scriptures replace the myths of
the gods? Will Jupiter finally bow the knee to the Lord Jesus?
For the first time in history, the Roman emperor supports the church.
Bishop Sylvester sends Flavia from her convent to seek Emperor Constantine’s permission to build great churches and determine the canon of
Scripture. But the enemies of God are on the move. Joined by Rex, Flavia’s
beloved protector who has fought his way out of exile, the two friends
cross the empire by land and sea on an epic quest to free the Roman
people from the tyranny of the ancient gods.
Bristling with tension and undergirded by impeccable historical
research, this tale of courage, defiance, and humble submission to God
continues the captivating saga of two unlikely allies in the age of imperial
Christianity.

Every Knee Shall Bow
Constantine’s Empire #2 of 3

Bryan Litfin

9 780800 738181
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: October 12
$26.99
978-0-8007-3818-1
hardcover
6x9
496 pages
Case Quantity: 20
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Historical / Ancient
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Bryan Litfin is the author of
The Conqueror and the Chiveis
Trilogy, as well as several
works of nonfiction, including Early Christian Martyr
Stories, After Acts, and Getting
to Know the Church Fathers. A
former professor of theology at
the Moody Bible Institute, Litfin
© Jim Whitme
earned his PhD in religious
studies from the University of Virginia and his ThM in
historical theology from Dallas Theological Seminary.
He is currently a writer and editor at Moody Publishers.
He and his wife have two adult children and live in
Wheaton, Illinois. Learn more at www.bryanlitfin.com.
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NOVEMBER

Author’s Books Have Sold More Than
175,000 Copies
y “Bradley delivers all the twists, double-crosses, and
action readers expect.”—Library Journal, starred review
on Standoff
y “Plenty of possible suspects and fast-moving action
make this an exciting launch to Bradley’s romantic-suspense Natchez Trace Park Rangers series.”—Booklist on
Standoff
y Winner of the 2016 Inspirational Reader’s Choice Award
in Romantic Suspense

I

nvestigative Services Branch (ISB) ranger Ainsley Beaumont arrives in her
hometown of Natchez, Mississippi, to investigate the murder of a threemonth-pregnant teenager. While she wishes the visit was under better
circumstances, she never imagined that she would become the killer’s next
target—nor that she’d have to work alongside an old flame.
After he almost killed a child, former FBI sniper Lincoln Steele couldn’t
bring himself to fire a gun, which had deadly and unforeseen consequences for his best friend. Crushed beneath a load of guilt, Linc is working
at Melrose Estate as an interpretive ranger. But as danger closes in on
Ainsley during her murder investigation, Linc will have to find the courage
to protect her. The only question is, will it be too little, too late?
Award-winning author Patricia Bradley continues her Natchez Trace Park
Rangers series with a story about how good must prevail when evil just
won’t quit.

Crosshairs

Natchez Trace Park Rangers #3 of 4

Patricia Bradley

9 780800 735753
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: November 2
$15.99
978-0-8007-3575-3
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Patricia Bradley is the author
of Standoff and Obsession, as
well as the Memphis Cold Case
novels and Logan Point series.
Bradley won an Inspirational
Reader’s Choice Award in
Romantic Suspense, a Daphne
du Maurier Award, and a
Touched by Love Award; she
was a Carol Award finalist;
and three of her books were included in anthologies
that debuted on the USA Today bestseller list. She is
cofounder of Aiming for Healthy Families, Inc., and she
is a member of American Christian Fiction Writers and
Romance Writers of America. Bradley makes her home
in Mississippi. Learn more at www.ptbradley.com.
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NOVEMBER

A Rising Voice in Romantic Suspense
Returns with a Breathtaking New Series
y “Natalie Waters is a fabulous new voice in inspirational
romantic suspense!”—Susan May Warren, USA Today
bestselling author
y Walters is back with a fresh romantic suspense
series strong on team dynamics, a favorite of readers
of the genre
y Will appeal to readers of Lisa Harris, Lynette Eason, and
Dee Henderson

C

IA analyst Brynn Taylor developed a new program to combat terrorism,
and she invited members of foreign intelligence agencies to America
to foster cooperation between countries. Now one of them, Egyptian spy
Remon Riad, is missing.
Jack Hudson has been working for the Strategic Neutralization and
Protection Agency (SNAP) for almost nine years and takes the lead in
hunting down the missing spy. But he isn’t at all pleased to find out Brynn
is involved. It’s hard to trust a woman who’s already betrayed you.
Every lead they follow draws them dangerously deeper into an international plot. Kidnapping, murder, explosions, poisoning—the terrorists will
do anything to accomplish their goal of causing a digital blackout that will
blind a strategic US military communications center and throw the world
into chaos.
Can Brynn surrender control to a man who doesn’t trust her? And can
Jack ever get over what she did to him? The fate of the world—and their
hearts—hangs in the balance.

Lights Out

The SNAP Agency #1 of 3

Natalie Walters
9 780800 739782
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: November 2
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novels
y “Readers who like romance paired with outdoor adventure will be thrilled to discover a new adrenaline
rush.”—Booklist on Don’t Keep Silent

C

riminal psychologist Erin Larson’s dreams of a successful career come
to a screeching halt when she nearly loses her own life in a boating
accident on Puget Sound and then learns that her mother tried to commit
suicide. She leaves her job as a criminal psychologist to care for her mother in Montana. At least she is able to produce her podcast, which focuses
on solving missing persons cold cases.
Nathan Campbell’s father was investigating such a case when he was
shot, and now Nathan needs to enlist Erin’s help to solve the case. She’s
good at what she does. The only problem? She’s his ex.
As the two dig deeper, it becomes clear that they, too, are being targeted—and that the answers to their questions are buried deep within the
past Erin struggles to explain and longs to forget.
The race is on for the truth in this gripping and complex tale of suspense, intrigue, and murder from USA Today bestselling author Elizabeth
Goddard.
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